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Struck-by hazards can be especially dangerous for workers because of the wide variety of risks that can 
be different for every job site. The most common struck-by hazards that workers need to be aware of 
include:

➢ Workers should be wearing appropriate personal protective equipment (PPE) at the work site when 
struck-by hazards exist which may include hard hats, safety glasses, face protection, protective 
footwear, and high-visibility safety vests.

➢ Erect barricades and post warning signs at work areas that may have falling object hazards.

➢ When stacking materials, consider any height restrictions, clearance limits, the maximum safe load 
limit, and the need for availability.
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Review the details of these struck-by construction incidents and the corresponding safety guidance to 
understand why these fatalities were preventable.

• Swinging or Falling Crane or Lifted Loads

• Rolling, Moving, or Sliding Materials

• Vehicles or Heavy Equipment

• Falling or Swinging Objects

• Flying Objects and Debris

OSHA defines a struck-by hazard as forcible 
contact or impact between a person and 

an object or piece of equipment. 

OSHA Standard 1926.250(a)(1) All materials stored in
tiers shall be stacked, racked, blocked, interlocked, or
otherwise secured to prevent sliding, falling or collapse.

➢ Allow sufficient clearance around materials 
for easy access and safe handling.
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Kentucky State FACE Report 14KY008

While working on a commercial roofing project 60 feet above ground, one worker was attempting
to hand an 8’ x 4’ sheet of plywood to another worker when a gust of wind ripped the plywood
out of his hands.

The plywood flew off the edge of the roof and struck a worker on the ground on the back of his
head, just below his hardhat, knocking him to the ground. Paramedics arrived on the scene, but
the worker died from the blunt force trauma injury.

STRUCK-BY PLYWOOD ON A WINDY DAY

➢ When overhead work is happening at the job site, 
workers on the ground must be protected from falling 
objects, tools, and debris.

➢ Safety nets, canopies, and/or toeboards can be erected 
to prevent objects from falling from overhead 
operations to the ground level work site.

➢ When possible, workers should not be in the hazard 
area underneath overhead work.

➢ Postpone overhead work during high winds or other 
dangerous weather conditions.

➢ All workers should complete training in hazard 
recognition, the avoidance of unsafe conditions, and 
safe construction work practices.
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New Jersey Case Report 14NJ074

Workers were building a concrete block retaining wall and a backhoe loader was being used to
transport the concrete blocks from a staging area. One of the workers was standing near the
backhoe loader when the operator, not realizing he was there, rotated the boom.

The backhoe bucket struck the worker’s head and pinned him against a stack of concrete blocks.
He suffered blunt force head injuries and was pronounced dead at the scene only minutes later. It
was his first day on the job.

STRUCK-BY BACKHOE BUCKET
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➢ When a backhoe is in operation no one 
at the job site should enter the swing 
area of the boom.

➢ If a worker must enter the swing area for 
any reason, eye contact as well as 
confirmed communication (verbal, hand 
signal, or radio) with the operator must 
be established, and the worker should 
not enter the area until the operator 
signals that it is safe to do so.

➢ Always wear personal protective 
equipment including hard hats and high-
visibility safety vests when working near 
heavy equipment, like backhoe loaders.
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Michigan State FACE Report 18MI072

A field manager for a location service was monitoring a boring excavation in an active roadway
with a posted speed limit of 50 mph. Temporary traffic control signs were placed on each side of
the roadway to alert traffic.

Using the equipment required the manager to walk onto the roadway. During the last equipment
check, a vehicle entered the work zone traveling about 55 mph and directly struck him, propelling
him into the air. He died from his injuries several days later.

STRUCK-BY VEHICLE IN WORK ZONE

Temporary traffic control, consisting of only two 
signs, was not appropriate for the roadway speed 
limit, traffic volume, and the work being performed 
at the time this incident occurred.

➢ Work zones and traffic control plans must be set 
up properly, in a way that adequately protects 
all workers at the work zone job site.

➢ Workers should not be in an active roadway 
without a flagger or spotter.

➢ High-visibility apparel, like a safety vest, should 
be worn by everyone in the work zone.
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OSHA Standard 1926.200(g)(1) At points of hazard, construction areas shall be posted with legible traffic control
signs and protected by traffic control devices.
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Michigan Case Report 09MI049

A commercial roofer was working on top a roof when a heavy load of shrink-wrapped material,
weighing approximately 1,900 pounds, fell from a wooden pallet being transported overhead by a
tower crane, and struck him.

The roofing material was not secured to the pallet properly and fell just at the moment the load
was swinging over the worker on the roof. Emergency response provided care immediately after
the incident, but he was declared dead shortly after at the hospital.

STRUCK-BY FALLING LOAD FROM CRANE

➢ Rigging equipment must be inspected before use and defective 
rigging equipment must be removed from service.

➢ Workers should not be directly underneath a suspended load.

➢ Loads that will be lifted by a crane must be secured and 
balanced before the load is lifted.

➢ Danger signs should be posted on job sites where hazards exist, 
like overhead crane use and falling objects.

➢ Do not exceed maximum load capacity when moving materials.

➢ Only trained personnel should be acting as a signal person.
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Re-enactment of the lift showing the 
pallet bowing.

OSHA Standard 1926.1425(c)(1) The materials being hoisted must be
rigged to prevent unintentional displacement. (3) The materials must be
rigged by a qualified rigger.
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address hazard awareness in the construction and related industries, and to recognize the potential hazards present in many workplaces. These materials are intended to discuss Federal
Regulations only, as individual State requirements may be more stringent. Many states operate their own state OSHA and may have standards that are different from information presented
in this training. It is the responsibility of the employer and its employees to comply with all pertinent OSHA safety rules and regulations in the jurisdiction in which they work.
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For more information on this weekly safety topic, other topics that are available and the full list of FAQs please visit
www.weeklysafety.com or email safety@weeklysafety.com.
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• Images shown along with the incident summary are directly from the incident report referenced.

• 0002835 – 0002836 Shutterstock License for Weeklysafety.com
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